
fell in love with Australia in 
2000 when I came out on a 
working holiday visa and 
spent a year travelling this 

amazing country. I knew in my 
heart that one day I would live 
here.  

My sister then moved out here in 
2006. When she got married in 
2015 my husband and I came out 
for her wedding and John also fell 
in love with the place. His exact 
words after only being in the 
country for 24 hours were: “I think 
I could live here – the sky is just so 
big.” 

We went for a holiday up to the 
Northern Territory, spending  
10 days in the beautiful rainforests 
and by the end of our trip had 
decided that we were going to 
apply for our visa. 

MIGRATION PROCESS
John was given a job by his existing 
company in the UK, and so this 
meant that things were more 
straightforward in that regard. 
However, it also meant that we 
literally had three months from 
him getting the job offer to getting 
out here, starting with selling the 
house. Fortunately our house sold 
in one day.  

We financed our move with our 
savings and some money that we 
made on our house sale. 

The move was pretty expensive, 
with visas, medicals, police checks 
to pay for, along with our arrival 
expenses, which included our rent 
deposit and car hire for two 
months.

We applied for our visa in 
January 2016. The visa process was 
rather complex, so very early on we 
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NAME 
Lucy & John Price, both 41

OCCUPATION 

In Melbourne, John works 

as a risk analyst, while Lucy 

works as a nurse and holistic 

therapist – both are working 

in the same professions that 

they had in the UK

MOVED FROM 

Stansted, Essex

MOVED TO 

Point Cook, Melbourne

USEFUl CONTACT 

Katherine Van Greuning, 

registered migration agent  

at Getme2Oz.com

 

Meet the movers
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“We fell in love 
with the place!”

Melbourne skyline in daytime
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After falling in love with Australia on a working holiday lucy Price had always 
hoped that she would one day end up living there…



recruited the services of Katherine 
Van Greuning, our visa specialist 
and the director of at Getme2oz. 

We are eternally grateful to her 
for all of her help, support and 
expertise and think that the whole 
experience would have been far 
more stressful and difficult without 
her help. I honestly think that we 
may have given up otherwise!

The application process was 
relatively straightforward, although 
very in-depth, as you would 
expect. Katherine helped to prepare 
us very well for this. She was 
wonderfully supportive throughout 
the entire process. 

The most stressful part was the 
waiting to hear but fortunately our 
Permanent Residency visas came 
through in June 2016.

The final three months in the 
UK were pretty crazy with getting 
things packed up, clearing out the 
house, saying goodbye to friends 
and family, tying up loose ends 
with my business and organising 
the export of our three cats. 

ARRIVAl SURVIVAl
We arrived in Australia at the end 
of August 2016. The first few 
weeks were quite intense with 
getting ourselves set up and 
working out our bearings. 

We have now been here for six 
months, and it has been a 
wonderful experience. We were 
fortunate enough to be able to stay 

with my sister and her husband 
for the first week of arrival, and 
in that time we found a house to 
rent and bought lots of new 
furniture. After 10 days we were 
able to pick up our beloved cats 

from quarantine. They arrived 
safe and sound and settled in to 
their new home very quickly. 

Time has gone by so quickly. 
We have filled our weekends 
with camping trips away, visits to 
Queensland, day trips to the 
beach and mountains and 
spending quality time with our 
newly reunited family. 

We chose to live in Point Cook 
as my family live here. At the 
moment we are renting for a 
while until we decide exactly 
where we want to live. 

We are living in a four-
bedroom house, with two living 
rooms and two bathrooms. The 
house is about four times the size 
of our home in the UK (but costs 
the same). It is light and airy, and 
we have a big garden. All of the 
rooms are lovely and spacious too. 

Point Cook is quite a new area 
of Melbourne. It feels very safe 
and family friendly, and we are 
only a 40-minute train ride into 
the city. We have a beach just five 
minutes drive from our house 
and we are 15 minutes walk into 
the town centre, which has 

everything you could possibly need 
with regards to shops and 
amenities. 

We have just moved into autumn 
and it is currently forecast to be 
26-30 degrees for the next week. 
We have enjoyed a very warm 
summer. 

QUAlITY OF lIFE
Our quality of life has improved in 
so many ways. John no longer 
drives to work and takes the train 
into the city, which is a fraction of 
the cost of his UK commute and 
much less stressful!

We go to the most beautiful 
places at the weekends, or we just  
enjoy sitting in the sun in our 
garden. We have even bought a 
tent to explore the Great Ocean 
Road and National Parks.

We do so much more in our 
spare time here and spend far more 
time outside. Everybody here 
seems more laid back and happier.  

There are always festivals and 
free events happening all over 
Melbourne. Our eating out costs 
are about the same as the UK and 
there is the same amount of choice 
as is in London. There are also lots 
of relaxing cafes where you can 
enjoy a lazy Sunday brunch.  

We hope to buy or build a home 
here in the next few years and have 
a family of our own. We also hope 
to obtain citizenship. 

Moving to Australia is an 
expensive and fairly stressful move 
- so you need to be absolutely 
certain that emigrating here is what 
you want to do.  If you are sure 
then find a good visa specialist to 
help – you won’t regret it! 

Mount Cook is a new suburb  
with excellent local amenities

❛
The visa process was complex, 
so we recruited the services of 

a visa specialist❜

LUXURY LIVING 
A$499,000 (£284,898.66)
Larger than your average townhouse in 
the highly sought-after Mosaic Estate. 
Enter the property with delight as you peak 
through the open spaces and view the high 
quality furnishings in this three bedroom 
house. All positioned in an exclusive 
pocket that is close to schools. 

PERFECT START 
A$680,000 (£388,238.65)
An exciting opportunity for first home 
buyers to secure this affordable three 
bedroom home, conveniently located 
within easy reach of schools and all other 
amenities. With the option to develop the 
brick garage, this house is perfect for those 
who might need the extra space.

Contact: foremost Property Group
Web: www.foremostpropertygroup.co.uk/
au-magazine

Contact: foremost Property Group
Web: www.foremostpropertygroup.co.uk/
au-magazine

QUALITY FAMILY LIVING
A$950,000 (£542,392.24)
This beautiful three bedroom home sits on 
an elevated allotment with views across 
Ringwood. Boasting beautiful high ceilings, 
quality construction, a spacious interior 
and a practical floor plan, this property has 
much to offer an expanding family, with 
schools and transport links nearby.

Contact: foremost Property Group
Web: www.foremostpropertygroup.co.uk/
au-magazine

Homes in Melbourne

WHAT IS IT lIKE?
Melbourne is the capital of the 
Australian state of Victoria and 
is often ranked as one of the 
world’s most liveable cities. 

With a population of four 
million people, migrants from 
all over the world feel at home 
here, with its historic 
architecture, ethnic diversity, 
rich cultural life and 
welcoming local community. 

Melbourne enjoys a 
temperate climate with plenty 
of sunshine – around 2,200 
hours per annum. 

New futuristic designs add 
to the fascinating mix of 
architecture and ensure the 
skyline is constantly changing. 

Melbourne is all about the 
lifestyle and there’s no shortage 
of things to do here, with a 
busy calendar of sporting and 
entertainment events. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
The Victoria migration unit 
are actively seeking skilled 
migrants to fill skill shortages 
across the spectrum, 
particularly in the state’s more 
remote regional areas. 

Sponsorships are available for 
people who meet the criteria 
set by the Victoria 
Government. If you are 
interested in sponsorship in the 
state of Victoria speak to a 
MARA registered migration 
agent. You can also visit  
www.liveinvictoria.vic.gov.
au for more information.

  
HOUSING
Housing is fairly expensive but 
the suburbs further out from 
the city can offer better sized 
houses for your money. The 
rental market moves very 
quickly and so you need to be  

prepared to make quick 
decisions if you like a property.

Houses in many of the city’s 
‘good’ areas can command 
prices of over A$500,000 
(£247,106). Fashionable, 
inner-eastern Melbourne can 
be particularly expensive – for 
example Kew has an average 

house price of over A$700,000 
(£345,948). There are also a 
good number of desirable, 
family-oriented suburbs with 
much more affordable houses. 
For instance, the inner western 
suburbs can be more affordable 
with average prices of 
A$300,000 (£148,263). 

MelbourneWHy Move To…

The Victorian capital offers plenty of cultural 
attractions, and an excellent quality of life…

This lovely beach is close to  
where lucy and John live
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Federation Square  
in Melbourne
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